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WHERE DO 
WE START?

 Under international law, pirates  
pirates are considered mere 
criminals not connected with 
the greater forces of contention 
between nation states. 



What the law says…

The 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas, of which 
the U.S. is a party, recognizes that an act committed 
against a ship or plane need not be committed purely as 
an act of greed in order to qualify as piracy, the phrase 
in Article 15 of the convention is that piracy is “…any act 
of depredation, committed for private ends…”  
Vol. 450 United Nations Treaty Series (UNTS) pp. 11-82



Since only nation states are subjects of international law, 
a stateless terrorist, however self-styled, by definition is 
pursuing private ends.  A recent Rand Corporation report 
assessing the challenges of piracy and seaborne 
terrorism referred to the both as manifestations of 
nonstate violence at sea. 
Chalk, Peter (2008) The Maritime Dimension of International Security: terrorism, piracy 
and challenges for the United States. Rand Project Air Force, p. iii (preface).
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 The “subject index” of standard textbooks for 
college classes on international relations, global 
politics, or even American foreign policy, rarely have 
an entry for “national security.” In the rare case that 
you find an entry chances are overwhelming that it 
leads not to a definition of the phrase and a 
substantive discussion of the principle of it.  

 Why that is the case tells us something about our 
current political culture, even after 9/11 – about how 
we view security, including the problem of pirates.



 Start talking in general about “security” to 
most people and the initial image that will 
start to conjure in their minds is something 
close to this:
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Presentation Notes
Photo found on www.jsonline.com/nabj/ 080202/guard.asp  The guard in the picture is actually a sculpture known as “the lobby guy” that stands in the Midwest Express Center building in Milwaukee, WI.  The artist is Marc Sijan who modeled the sculpture after his father.



…combine the word “national” with 
“security” and you might begin to 
conjure an image like this:
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 The basic concept that all visions of security 
try to embody or to play from even in satire, 
is one of well-being, freedom from a level of 
risk and the anxiety associated with it that 
connotes danger

 National Security, then is to keep the nation 
free of unacceptable dangers.**  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
** I coined the phrase, “unacceptable danger,” in my article, Howard, Larry, “Global Business Transportation Trade and the Concept of Unacceptable Danger,” The Journal of Security Education: New Directions in Education, Training, and Accreditation, November 2006.



 Does “national security” include warding off 
and/or redressing the depredations of 
pirates?

 The threshold of “unacceptable danger” is a 
movable concept in a cultural milieu of 
competing interests.
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 What is an “unacceptable danger?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Border Patrol photo © copyright 2001 by the Tucson Citizen; Container ship © copyright 2002 by Det Norske Veritas at http://www.dnv.com/publications/classification_news/class_news_2002_04/cargo_security.asp



 Many people in the shipping industry have 
accepted piracy as a cost of doing business 
and pass on the costs of higher insurance 
premiums, paying ransoms, etc.

 But…are there other costs?



 Death and casualties 
 Hostages lose their liberty
 Emotional pain and turmoil for families and friends of 

victims
 Loss of cargo and ships
 Volatile cargos and sophisticated vessels brought 

under the control of criminals
 Generation of corruption/undermining of legal 

regimes
 Generation of a range of crimes from fraud to murder
 Interdiction of strategic trade routes
 Increased cost of doing business



 Absorbs/requires resources that could be 
allocated elsewhere, e.g. intelligence assets, 
naval assets, political assets

 Liability and other legal issues loom for ship 
owners and crew

 Stifles trade, making optimum economic activity 
problematic

 Encourages, by successful example, more 
piracy/terrorism

 Creates higher retail prices as the increased 
costs of doing business are pushed into the 
pocket book of the consumer





 Nonviolent strategies can include both 
proactive and passive elements, and no doubt 
several methods could be combined:



AREA DENIAL
 Water
 Acoustic
 Light
 Electronic Countermeasures
ACCESS DENIAL
 Foams
 Impact Weapons
 Chemical Agents

Applies to 
Outer, Middle, 
& Inner 
Perimeter 
Protective 
Zones

Applies to On-
Deck 
Protective 
Zone
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There is a wide variety of less lethal weapons available to mariners.  Weapon range and effectiveness largely determine the protective zone application for optimal performance.  Generally, less lethal weapons options fall into those which deny incursion to an area of perimeter around the vessel 



 Applies High 
Pressure Water

 Remote Control 
Capability Protect 
Crew

 Volume and Flow 
Rate Threaten to 
Sink Target Vessel

 Limited Range



 Long Range Acoustical Device:
 Warning & Acoustical Denial of Access
 +500m Range for Warning & +1000m Deterrence
 15 - 30° Beam

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LRAD – is a long-range hailing and warning, directed acoustic device designed to communicate with authority and exceptionally high intelligibility in a 15-30 degree beam. LRAD can issue a verbal challenge with instructions in excess of 500 meters and has the capability of following up with a warning tone to influence behavior or determine intent. The "hailing and warning" application for commercial shipping is similar to the successful LRAD deployments by the U.S. Navy on patrol craft in and around the port of Basra, Iraq to communicate with vessels in shipping lanes and around oil terminals, where the device was reported to be effective even at a distance of 1,000 meters.  LRAD was originally conceived to support the protection and exclusion zones around U.S. Navy warships. The challenge of interdicting small boats approaching commercial maritime assets is quite similar. LRAD's warning tones command attention at ranges in excess of 500 meters while its directional and highly intelligible voice instructions can unquestionably be heard. LRAD's ability to positively communicate with authority on land or at sea is proving highly effective in creating safe situations out of uncertain ones. On November 7, 2005 LRAD was first used to foil a pirate attack on a Seabourn Cruise Line luxury cruise. The system was installed as a part of the ship's defense systems, and was activated when pirates attacked the ship with RPGs 160 kilometers off the Somali coast . The pirates failed to board the cruiser. LRAD's maritime application was realized after the 2000 attack on the USS Cole off Yemen, as a way to keep operators of small boats from approaching US warships. The system was evaluated by commercial ship operators, as a non lethal way to ward off pirate attacks. Other applications include armed unmanned surface vehicles, as international maritime law does not allow commercial vessels to carry heavy armament. Source:  http://www.defense-update.com/products/l/LRAD.htm 



 Vessel-Mounted 
Active Denial System 
(V-MADS)
 Electromagnetic 

Microwave Emission
 Intense heat 

sensation.
 700m range.
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Active Denial Technology is a breakthrough non-lethal technology that uses millimeter-wave electromagnetic energy to stop, deter and turn back an advancing adversary from relatively long range. It is expected to save countless lives by providing a way to stop individuals without causing injury, before a deadly confrontation develops. The technology was developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory and the Department of Defense's Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate. Approximately $40 million has been spent on this technology over the past ten years. In July 2005 it was reported that the Active Denial System would be deployed to Iraq before the end of the year. Under an initiative called Project Sheriff, troops will receive a total of 15 vehicles. These deployments did not take place, and as of early 2007 the initial deployment was slated no sooner than 2010. This non-lethal technology was developed in response to Department of Defense needs for field commanders to have options short of the use of deadly force. Non-lethal technologies can be used for protection of Defense resources, peacekeeping, humanitarian missions and other situations in which the use of lethal force is undesirable. The system is intended to protect military personnel against small-arms fire, which is generally taken to mean a range of 1,000 meters. The system is described as having a range of 700 yards. Source:  http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/ground/v-mads.htmDev:  Air Force Research Labs

http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/ground/images/v-mads-ADT-1.jpg�


 Personnel Halting 
and Stimulation 
Response
 Handheld
 Dual Wavelength 

Laser
 Light Disorientation 

and Denial.
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Presentation Notes
A laser technology weapon will be the first man-portable, non-lethal deterrent weapon intended for protecting troops and controlling hostile crowds. The weapon, developed by the Air Force  Research Laboratory's Directed Energy Directorate, employs a two-wavelength laser system and is a hand-held, single-operator system for troop and perimeter defense. The laser light used in the weapon temporarily impairs aggressors by illuminating or "dazzling" individuals, removing their ability to see the laser source. The first two prototypes of the Personnel Halting and Stimulation Response, or PHaSR, were built here last month and delivered to the laboratory's Human Effectiveness Directorate at Brooks City Base, Texas, and the Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate at Quantico, Va. for testing. "The future is here with PHaSR," said Capt. Thomas Wegner program manager. Captain Wegner is also the ScorpWorks flight commander within the laser division of the energy directorate here. ScorpWorks is a unit of military scientists and engineers that develops laser system prototypes for AFRL, from beginning concept to product field testing. The National Institute of Justice  recently awarded ScorpWorks $250,000 to make an advanced prototype that will add an eye-safe laser range finder into PHaSR. Systems such as PHaSR have historically been too powerful at close ranges and ineffective but eye-safe at long ranges. The next prototype is planned to include the addition of the eye-safe range finder and is planned for completion in March 2006.Source:  http://www.strategypage.com/military_photos/military_photos_20051130.aspx



 High Power 
Electromagnetic 
System:
 Microwave Area 

Denial
 5km Radius
 Microprocessor 

Immobilization
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Eureka Aerospace is developing a high-power electromagnetic system (HPEMS) for remotely immobilizing vehicles usingmicrowave energy to disable/damage vehicle’s electronic control module/microprocessors which control engine’s vital functions.Click here to proceed to the detailed description of the technology applied to the non-lethal area denial application and for moreinformation on current state of development.Technology AvailabilityPrototype HPEMS currently is being built by Eureka Aerospace with the anticipated date of prototype completion by October 2005.Then, there will be transition to the first operational HPEMS system hosted by LASD’s Ford Crown Victoria platform - expected tobe ready no later than July 2006. Finally, the transition to a Marine Corps’ larger HPEMS unit for 5-km perimeter protection of ahigh-value building will commence by December 2006.Finally, Eureka Aerospace is exploring a teaming arrangement with Boeing Aerospace - potential prime to integrate ImpSARsystem into an airborne platform (UAV), which may constitute appreciable additional funding opportunity.Source:  Eureka Aerospace



 Non-Lethal Slippery 
Foam (NLSF):
 Repel Boarders
 Especially Effective on 

Deck Surfaces
 Conjunction with Lock 

down.
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Aqueous polymer solutions and dispersions• Polysaccharides, acrylates, acrylamids partially dissolvedwith/without propants*• Liquid soaps, detergents, surfactants of controllable viscosityand rheology• Non-aqueous oils, greases, fats containing particles of nondisplaceableand minimum compressible properties (propants*)• Flakes or fibers of polyethylene, polypropylene, Teflon and otherplastics in an aqueous or non-aqueous, viscous fluid

http://www.flickr.com/photos/81979411@N00/2899473156�


 Modular Crowd 
Control Munitions
 Remote Firing
 60-80° Projectile 

Array
 600 Rubber Balls 



 CS, CN, OC
 Irritants – Liquid & Solid 

(particulate)
 Disorientation
 Remote Release
 Legal Implications
 Residual Effects
 Interior Use – HVAC 

implications.
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Presentation Notes
Maritime applications may be illegal or regulated.  Certain instances use may be subject to 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention.chloroacetophenone (CN) and chlorobenzylidenemalononitrile (CS 



 Avoid the area; don’t give the pirates 
anything to attack

 This approach requires that “the area” that 
civilian ships avoid be defined.  Based on the 
live piracy map of the International Maritime 
Bureau, “the area” would include several 
large and strategic parts of our globe. 



 Increase humanitarian assistance to Somalia 
by quantum leaps and under the auspices of 
the United Nations do some nation-building 
in Somalia to eliminate the reasons why 
Somalis become pirates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photograph taken by L. Howard August 2, 2008.



 An upgraded “humanitarian” effort need not 
descend to the depths it did in 1993, but 
remember, we are dealing with the same 
culture, the same chaotic situation; a well-
organized humanitarian effort would 
immediately carry the perpetrators of it into 
nation building and in to direct conflict with 
the Islamicists. 



 The United Nations has a deplorable track 
record in these things; from taking a Pilate 
stance to the genocide in Rwanda-Burundi to 
the fraud of the Oil for Food Program in Iraq, 
the United Nations has often been part of the 
problem rather than part of a viable solution.



 One estimate regarding avoiding the domain 
of the Somali pirates puts the additional cost 
diverting around the Cape of Good Hope at 
approximately $40,000 per day over an 
additional 8-10 more days. CBS/AP (April 15, 2009) 
Pirates vow to slaughter Americans. CBS News. Retrieved April 16, 2009 
from 
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/04/15/world/main4945788.shtml

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/04/15/world/main4945788.shtml�


 Negotiate in advance with the pirates and 
pay them off for safe passage



 Create international convoys so that every 
commercial ship going through the area has 
an overwhelming deterrent against piracy



 Train ship crews better so that at the first sign 
of trouble they can call for help and go into a 
protective stance, disabling the ship and 
securing themselves so as to out wait their 
would-be captors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slides 25-32, and 37-40 draw from a paper that I presented at a spring 2009 symposium: Howard, Larry, “In Hot Pursuit of Pirates,” Pirates Symposium at SUNY Maritime College, Bronx NY, Thursday, April 16, 2009



 Training
 Prepare Crew for Detection
 Drill Response Procedures – Shipboard & 

Coordinated Regional
 Lock-Down Crew

 Equip/Design
 Detection Measures – Distance/All Weather
 Deny Access Countermeasures
 Secure Lockdown – Zonal Delays

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training:M/V crews must be trained and prepared to deal with piracy.  Crews need to be disciplined and trained on performing detection operations including surface radar interpretation, day/night deck watch, and procedures for reporting suspicious activities early.  Response procedures should be drilled with each crew for on-board activities as well as coordinated response from regional naval, coast guard, and commercial assets.  Training should include layered lock-down procedures.Equip/DesignM/Vs should be equipped with latest, state-of-the-art radar and other distance detection equipment suitable for all-weather conditions.  M/Vs should also be equipped with non-lethal, less-lethal, and where permitted, lethal means to deny access.  M/Vs should be designed to permit compartmentalized lockdown that provides some level of integrity against IED breaching tactics.  Compartmentalization should include the ability to navigate from a secure location with override of helm controls.



Why was the U.S. Navy created?

Throughout history, whether used as a last resort or 
something less, violence has been a successful strategy, 
e.g. the Navy Seals freed Captain Phillips, the “surge” 
overcame the insurgents in Iraq, and persistent and 
organized violence pushed the Soviets out of Afghanistan 
and the Americans out of Vietnam.



Use our intelligence…

Use our intelligence agencies to good effect; if news 
correspondents can contact the pirates in Somalia and tell us 
who they are one imagines it is not beyond the capabilities of 
the various intelligence agencies of the United States, Britain, 
France, Russia, and India to compile names and locations.  Then, 
in quick, well-supported commando operations or by using 
drones as the CIA has done so successfully against Al Qaeda 
leaders, seek out the pirates and kill them or grab them where 
possible, and put them on trial.



 “Fast Boats” – 70 
knots.

 Automatic Rifle –
i.e. AK-47 et al.

 Heavy Machine 
Gun – i.e. DShK 
12.7mm

 RPGs – i.e. RPG-7
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Pirates of today are generally little more sophisticated than insurgents on land.  Their primary weapons include:The venerable AK-47 chambered in 7.62mm x 39mm is the most widely used personal weapon of pirates worldwide.  With a maximum effective range of 400m on land, the AK-47 is considerably more difficult to achieve accuracy at sea.  However, the AK-47 is capable of delivering 600 rounds per minute cyclic rate of fire fed through 30 round magazines.The Heavy Machine Gun such as the DShK is frequently mounted on pirate “fast boats”.  Chambered in 12.7mm, the DShK is capable of delivering projectiles that easily penetrate M/V superstructures.  With an effective range on land out to 2000m, the DShK retains reasonable accuracy well within 300m in light seas.The RPG is a very common weapon of pirates.  Armed with a HE warhead, the RPG can easily penetrate M/V superstructures.  It’s range at sea is considerably less than the 300m maximum effective range on land.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8d/Rpg-7.jpg�


Somalia no longer exists as a nation state.  For some 
foreign policy purposes the U.S. and other nations 
have maintained the fiction that it still exists; but, the 
“government” to which we accord representatives 
diplomatic credentials controls only a few square 
miles, and that control doesn’t even extend 
throughout the capital city of Mogadishu. 



Regarding pirates in other parts of the world, 
each situational context requires careful 
evaluation, but all pirates deserve higher 
priority than what they have been getting.



…until the nations of the world use the tools that they 
already have in their possession to tackle the pirate 
problem, all who participate in the maritime world  need 
to be self reliant.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo taken by L. Howard in August 2007 during Exercise “Trojan Horse” at SUNY Maritime College, Bronx, NY



 Is Maritime Self-Reliance a Viable Counter-
Piracy Approach?
 Maritime History – Self Reliance
 Vastness of the Seas
 Increasing Piracy – Maritime Insurgency
 Economics
 Effective Deterrence – Harden Targets
 Support International Anti-Piracy Initiatives 



 Preparedness
 Preparing for Piracy at Sea & at Anchor

 Mitigation
 Reduce the Impact of Piracy Attacks

 Response
 Deny Access; Escape & Evade; Coordinated 

Response
 Recovery



1. Outer Perimeter
 Out of Pirate Weapon Range - +1000m

2. Middle Perimeter
 Within Weapon Range
 Outside WBIED Range

3. Inner Perimeter
 Inside WBIED Range
 Waterborne – Not Boarding

4. On Deck
 On Decks or Inside Non-Vital Structures.

Presenter
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Protective Zones:Outer perimeter is that which is out of range of pirate weaponry.  Protection out to the outer perimeter ensures that pirate forces are incapable of harming the vessel.  Generally, the maximum effective range of common pirate weaponry at sea is 1000m.Middle Perimeter is that which is within the effective range of common pirate stand-off weapons but outside the blast damage radius of Waterborne Improvised Explosive Devices (WBIED).  This distance varies considering factors such as the type and size of target vessel, the amount and type of explosives as main charge, the attack vessel and configuration (i.e. shape charge – projectile charge design).  Generally, this distance can be assumed to be 500m.The Inner Perimeter is with the WBIED range up to the hull.  This range must be crossed before pirate assailants can board the vessel.  Denial of pirate operations in the Inner Perimeter precludes boarding party attack.On-Deck is when pirates have effectively boarded the target vessel but have not yet obtained control of the vessel.  There are still opportunities for defeating their attack.  On deck countermeasures deny boarders access to key cabins and passageways, making their attempts to seize control of the vessel or crew futile.



 Develop Self-Reliance Culture
 Plan Ahead
 Reduce Risk
 Train for Contingencies
 Detect Early
 Protect Zones
 Report
 Recover Swiftly

Presenter
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Develop a culture of self-reliance among crew.  Help may be hours/days away.  Determine to detect, deny, defeat, and delay the attack as long as possible.Plan for attacks to vessel in the same manner as other at-sea threats such as fire and weather.Consider navigational options and other measures to reduce the risk of piracy.Train crew for all reasonable contingencies in the piracy threat spectrum.  Training empowers the crew toward self-reliance.Early detection of unidentified vessel approach is the key to countermeasure effectiveness.  Train and set sufficient watch for early detection.Initiate countermeasures by protective zones making pirate breach of each zones as difficult and as costly as possible.Report suspicious and threatening acts at sea as quickly as possible.  Alert other mariners in the area as well as governmental authorities.Regardless of the outcome of an attack, recover swiftly and resume maritime operations.
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